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FUNCTION SPACES FOR SOMEWHAT CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS*) 
HUGHES B . HOYLE, III, Greensboro 
(Received August 6, 1969) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
NAIMPALLY in [3] and [4] investigates function spaces considering functions other 
than continuous functions. In particular he shows that the class of connectivity maps 
is closed in the topology of uniform convergence and that the class of almost con-
tinuous functions is closed in the graph topology. In this paper I shall show that the 
class of somewhat continuous functions is closed in the topology of uniform con-
vergence but not closed in the graph topology. In fact it will be shown that in certain 
instances the class of somewhat continuous functions is dense in the set of all functions 
under the graph topology. 
The author of this paper is indebted to J. HEJCMAN for useful remarks concerning 
this paper and especially for the new form of Theorem 2 and Example 3. 
2. UNIFORM CONVERGENCE TOPOLOGY 
Definition 1. Let (Z, ^ ) and (7, ^) be topological spaces. A function/ : (X, ^) -> 
-^ (7, 5") is said to be somewhat continuous provided ïï IJ e ^ and f~^{U) Ф 0, 
then there is a F e ^ such that F Ф 0 and F с f~\U). 
Let Z be a topological space and let (7, i^) be a uniform space. Then a basis for the 
uniformity of uniform convergence for 7^ is the collection {IF(F) | Ve i^} where 
ЧУ) = {{L ^) e 7^ X 7^ I (/(x), g{x)) e V for all xeX} 
[See 2, p. 226]. 
IfX and 7are topological spaces, then the set of all somewhat continuous functions 
from X into 7 will be denoted by S{X, 7). 
*) Financial assistance for this paper was furnished by the University of North Carolina at 
Greensboro through a Research Fund and a summer research stipend. 
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Theorem 1. IfX is a topological space and (7, f^) is a uniform space, then S{X, Y) 
is closed in Y^ under the topology of uniform convergence. 
Proof. Le t / be an element of Y^ which is a limit point of S(Z, Y). Let M be a dense 
subset of X, let О be a non-empty open subset of/(X), and let z be an element of 0 . 
There is an element Q e ^^ (the topology for Y generated by iT) such that О = 
= Ô ' ^ / ( ^ ) - Let у be an element of X such that f{y) = z. Since g e T^^, there is 
'àVe'V such that V\z\ a Q, There is an open symmetric member U of f^ such that 
и oU oU c: V. Since / is a limit point of S(X, У), there is a ^ G S{X, Y) such that 
g(x) e U\_f{xy] for all xeX, Thus g(y) e î^[/(y)]. Since g is somewhat continuous, 
by [1, Th. 3], g{M) is a dense subset oî g(X). Since g{y) is contained in the ^^ — in-
terior of 1/[б (̂> )̂], there is an element me M such that g(m) e ^/[б^(з')]- Since m e X, 
g(m) E l / [ / ( ^ ) ] . Since U is symmetric, 
/ (m) e U[g{m)] c= [/ о t/[6f(>')] cz t/ о I/ о l7[/(j)] cz F[/(}^)] = V[z^ c: Q . 
Hence, there is an element m of M such that / (m) cz O. Therefore / (M) is a dense 
subset of f{X). By [1, Th. 3], / is somewhat continuous. Thus S(X, Y) is a closed 
subset of Y^ under the topology of uniform convergence. 
3. GRAPH TOPOLOGY 
Let X and Y be topologicial spaces. For each / G Y^, let G(/) denote the graph of/ 
in X X y. For each open subset U of X x Y under the usual product topology, let 
Fy = {feY^ \ G{f) с и}. The set {Fu | U open in Z x У} is a basis for the graph 
topology г for y^ [See 4, p. 268]. 
E x a m p l e 1. Let X and У be the closed unit interval with the usual topology. Then 
S{X, y) is not a closed subset of (У^ Г). 
Proof. Define/ : X -> УЬуДх) = Oif x Ф 1 and / ( l ) = 1. Then/-^(( l /2 , 1]) Ф 0 
and does not contain any non-empty open subset of X, Thus / is not somewhat con­
tinuous. Let и be an open subset of X x У containing G(/). Then U contains the 
point (1Д). There is a disc D containing (1,1) such that D n(X x Y) a U, Let г be 
the radius of D and let s be the maximum of 1/2 and 1 — (r/2). Define g : X -^ Y 
by g{x) = 0 if 0 ^ X < s and g{x) = 1 if 5 ^ x ^ 1. If F is an open subset of У, 
then g~^{V) is either empty, contains [0, s), or contains [5, 1]. Thus, since 0 < s < 1, 
g is somewhat continuous. Hence/ is a Hmit point of S{X, У) which is not in S(X, У). 
Hence S(X, У) is not a closed subset of (У^, Г). 
Definition 2. Let X be a topological space and let ^ be a cover of Z . Then % is said 
to be interior preserving provided that if t/ G ^ , then the interior of U — [J{VE 
e ^ I 7 Ф Î7} is not empty. 
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Definition 3. A topological space X is said to be an J^-space provided if <̂  is an open 
cover of X, then ^ has an interior preserving refinement. 
It should be noted in Definition 3 that there is no requirement that the refinement 
consist of open subsets of X. The following theorem and example show that there is 
such a thing as an J^-space and that not all topological spaces are j^-spaces. 
Theorem 2. Each paracompact space is an J-space, 
Proof. Let ^ be an open cover of a paracompact space X. Let a family {G^ \ae Ä] 
be a locally finite open refinement of ^ . Suppose A is well-ordered by < and each G^ 
is non-void. Let ß be the first element of A under < . Put G^ = Gß and, as X is regular, 
choose a closed subset Fß of Gß such that the interior of Fß is non-void. Suppose y e A 
and G^ and F^ have been defined for all a < y. Put G^ = G^ — \j{F^ | a < 7}. The 
set G ; is open. In case G; = 0 put F^ = 0, and clearly Ĝ  с \J{G^ | a < y}. If G ; Ф 0 
Б = {a e Л I Ĝ  Ф 0}. The subfamily {G^ | a G Б} also covers Z , the family {F„ | a e 
e B] is disjoint. Finally put, for ae B, H^ = G^ — U{Fy | y G Б, 7 Ф a}. Each H^ is 
open. We shall show that {H^ | a G B} is the required cover. If a point x of X belongs 
to some, and only one, F^ then x e Я^, if not then it must belong to some Ĝ  and x G H^. 
For any fixed y, if a ф 7 then H^ n Fy = 0, hence Ну — (J{H^ | a G JB, a Ф 7} з Fy, 
As the interior of F у is non-void, the family {H^ | a G Б} is an interior preserving 
cover. 
Example 2. Let X = {a, b, c} and let ЗГ = (0, X{a, b}, {b, c}, {b}}. Then (Z, ^) 
is not an J^-space. Actually let U^ = {a, b} and U2 = {a, c}. Let ^ = {Ui, U2}. 
Then ^ is an open cover of Z which has no interior preserving refinement. 
Theorem 3. IfX is an espace, then S(X, Y) is dense in (У ,̂ Г). 
Proof. Let Z be an j^-space and У a topological space. L e t / G У^ and let Fu be 
an element of Г which contains/. For each xeX, since (x, f{x)) e U, there exist sets U^ 
open in Z and F^ open in У such that x G U^, f{x) e F^, and (7^ x F^ c= U, Then 
{[/^ I X G Z} is an open cover of Z . Since Z is an J^-space, there is an interior preserv­
ing refinement i^ of {U^\xeX}, For each element Vei^, there is an element y eX 
such that F cz Uy. Pick one such y and call it Wy, Let < be a well-ordering of f^. 
Define a function g : Z -> У as follows: 
Let F be the first element of i^ under < . For each x G F define g(x) = f{wy). 
Suppose g has been defined through a certain point of f^ under < and that M is 
the first element remaining of f^ under < at which g has not yet been defined. For 
each X G M at which g has not yet been defined, define ^(x) = f{wj^). 
Let X eX, Let N be the first element of i^ under < which contains x. Then g{x) = 
= /(w^). Now xeN cz U^^ and g{x) = f{w^) e F^^. Thus (x, g{x)) e U^^ x F^^ с 
cz U. Hence G(Ö^) C L/ and thus g e F^. 
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It remains to be shown that g e S(X, Y). Let A be an open subset of Y such that 
g^^A) Ф 0. Let p EX such that g{p) e A. Let D be the first element of i^ under < 
which contains p. Thus g(p) = /(w^^). Let В be the subset of D consisting of all ele­
ments of X not contained in any member of f" preceding D under < . Then for each 
X e B, g(x) = /(WJP) = g(p). Therefore В a g~^{A). But since i^ is interior preserving, 
the interior of В is not empty. So the interior of JB is a non-empty open subset of X 
contained in g~^[A). Hence, g is somewhat continuous and thus 5(X, У) is dense 
in {Y\ Г). 
Example 3. Let (X, ^) be the space from Example 2, let ^ be the discrete topology 
on X. The identity function / : (X, ^ ) -» (X, ^ ) is not somewhat continuous. The 
set и = {{a, a), (b, a), (b, b), (b, c), (c, c)} is open in (Z, ^) x (X, c9̂ ) and contains 
G(/). If ^ : (X, ^ ) -> (X, ^ ) , G(^) cz U, then ^(a) = a, g(c) = с and if still g Ф / , 
g{b) Ф b. Consider ^(b) = a only. Then éf~-̂ ({c}) contains no open non-void set, 
hence g is not somewhat continuous. Thus Theorem 3 need not hold without the 
assumption on X of being an o^-space. 
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